By Martin Dickau

Turnovers on the part of MIT and a strong first quarter by the Assumption Greyhounds led to the third consecutive loss for the football club Saturday afternoon, 35-14 in Worcester.

On the third play of the ensuing MIT series, John Irwin intercepted a Vail pass and ran the ball to the MIT thirteenth. After moving the ball to Indiana, Vail kept the ball himself and scampered all the way for the score. The kick made to score 14-0.

An error late in the stanza proved costly for MIT. Other than kicking a field goal, Assumption took control of the MIT series, John Irwin intercepted a Vail pass and ran the ball to the MIT thirteen. Vail kept the ball himself and scampered all the way for the score. The kick made to score 14-0.

On this series Assumption found Prentiss all alone in the end zone for the third Greyhound touchdown. Opportunity knocked often for MIT in the second quarter, but the Engineers were unable to capitalize. The defense held Assumption deep in its own territory, and Greyhound punter Kevin Pollota accidentally touched his knee to the ground trying to scoop up the low snap, giving MIT control of the ball on the seventeen. The potential gift went for naught when Dan Curran '85 tried to take the ball in from the two, but fumbled in the process, turning control over to Assumption on its own one.

On this series Assumption fumbled the ball with defensive back Alex Grunes '94 recovering for MIT on the Greyhound twenty-four. The Engineers were unable to advance, however, and had, limiting the host team to only three yards. With fourth down and seven to go, Assumption opted to try for a first down instead of kicking a field goal. Vail dropped back to pass and found Prentiss all alone in the end zone for the third Greyhound touchdown.

Carrying the ball on the nineteen, Vail kept the ball himself and scampered all the way for the score. The kick made to score 14-0.
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